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 Final Test   1 

1.Read the text. 

A Monkey Saves a Little Boy. 

Once a man brought home from Africa a very large monkey. The monkey loved the man very much, but 

he loved the man`s little boy even more. 

One day a fire broke out in the man`s house. Everyone tried to put it out, and no one thought of the 

child till it was too late. 

The house was all in flames when they remembered that the boy was upstairs in his room. The poor 

parents did not know what to do. No one could help them now. 

Suddenly a black hand pushed up the window. Then out came the monkey with the child in his arms. All  

the people down in the street shouted for joy. The monkey came down, and brought the little boy to his 

mother. 

2. Answer the questions. 

1) What animal did a man bring home from Africa? 

2) Did monkey love the man? 

3) What did happen in the house one day? 

4) Who stayed in the house? 

5) Did the monkey save boy or not? 

3. Choose the right answer. 

1) I … get up very early every day. I live near the school.  

      a) mustn`t                b) don`t have to                 c) won`t have to 

2) My mother is … school teacher. 

     a) a                             b) the                                   c) – (nothing) 

3) Look at the man … is standing in the corner. 

    a) who                        b) which                             c) where 

4) We need … tomatoes. I am going to the shop. 

    a) some                      b) any                                c) few 

5) He is very popular and has … friends. 

   a) many                      b) much                            c) a lot of 

6) Last year our family … to the sea. 



  a) went                      b) go                                   c) is going 

4. Ask questions about the underlined words. 

1) Museums organize sleepovers at Halloween time. 

2) We come late in the evening, play games, make costumes and masks. 

3) Then the real fun begins: witches, ghosts and monsters come and play with us! 

4) We come to a big dark room and they tell us scary stories. 

5) We go to sleep very late and we sleep in our sleeping bags. 

6) In the morning we wake up and see dinosaurs next to us. 

 

5. Translate the questions into English. 

1) Где вы будете через час ? 

2) Где он будет жить через 10 лет? 

3) Что случится через год? 

4) Куда он поедет летом? 
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